RULES OF THE ACTION "WYPUSZCZAM GŁOWATKI"
1. The organizer of the campaign "Wypuszczam Głowatki " is the Association "Krakowski Klub
Głowatka".
2. The aim of the project is to promote the release of caught Danube salmon among anglers.
3. Each angler who releases a documented, legally caught large Danube salmon will receive a
commemorative stamp, a diploma and a "surprise award".
4. A photo of the caught fish (preferably on a measuring tape) along with a video documenting
the release and departure of the fish, a short description of the adventure and a
correspondence address, should be sent to KKG to the following address: klub@glowatka.pl.
5. When recording the release of the fish, the angler must verbally state the name of the river,
date and time. We will be pleased if the angler determines the place of catching 1. The
credibility of the submitted material will be assessed by the Management Board of KKG.
6. All materials sent by participants of the campaign, KKG and sponsors taking part in the
campaign are entitled to use in any way. Photos and videos sent to KKG will be published on
the Facebook social network on the website called "Wypuszczam Głowatki"2.
7. The sponsors approved by KKG provide surprise prizes for each person nominated for the
stamp.
8. In March 2022, the sponsors of the campaign, together with the Management Board of KKG,
will choose the three most interesting from the submitted materials, and their authors will
receive special prizes.
9. The nominees for the stamp agree to disclose their name, date and river on which the Danube
salmon was caught.
10. Anglers who caught the Danube salmon and released it in Poland in the period from June 1,
2021 to February 28, 20223, can take part in the action. The action is open to fellow anglers
from Slovakia who catch and release the warbler on the border sections of the Dunajec or
Poprad rivers
11. Only persons nominated by the Board of the Krakow Głowatka Club have the right to wear
the "I Let Głowatki" stamp.
12. Each participant of the action "Wypuszczam Głowatki" by sending materials to the address of
KKG - confirms that he accepts the provisions of these regulations,

1 Specifying the exact place of catch is not a formal requirement, but it will be used by KKG for subsequent fish stockings with
Danube salmon.
As part of the cooperation with PZW Nowy Sącz, the collected materials can also be used in the campaign "Monitoring of the danube
salmon Population on the basis of Fishing Photographs"

2 The created page will be a place for the publication of: logos of the Organizer and Sponsors, a description of the action with its
regulations and all materials sent by the participants. The website will start working on the start date of the event.

3 Krakowski Klub Głowatka reserves the right to repeat the action in the following years.

